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EXECUTIVE   SUMMARY 

Dr. Rick Jostes asked me to give a talk for a National Research Council com- 
mittee that is investigating aspects of a phased-array radar named PAVE PAWS. 
Dr. Jostes suggested that I discuss the relation of statements by Prof. Kurt 
Oughstun to my recent work on exponential decay of radiation in lossy ma- 
terials. With that incentive, I found that most of the 88-years' of precursor 
literature is irrelevant to PAVE PAWS. Indeed, I will first list incident pulses 
mentioned by this literature, but whose spectra are not separated from DC. 
(DC is a synonym for frequency=0.) Such pulses cannot be produced by PAVE 
PAWS, which broadcasts from 420-450 MHz or, equivalently, 435 MHz ±3.5%. I 
will also list parts of the Uterature that regard these types of pulses that PAVE 
PAWS cannot produce. This executive summary will also sketch answers to 
questions asked during my talk. This report's section after the transparencies 
will substantiate the executive summary. 

In conclusion, an entire body of scientific literature that goes back 88 years 
is irrelevant to PAVE PAWS. This may simplify the committee's deliberations 
on PAVE PAWS. 

The following time-dependent pulses have DC or near-DC content. These 
pulses cannot be produced by PAVE PAWS. 

(1) step-modulated sine pulses 
(2) step-modulated cosine pulses 
(3) finite duration, integer-cycle sine pulses 
(4) finite duration, non-integer-cycle sine pulses 
(5) gaussian-modulated sine pulses 
(6) gaussian-modulated cosine pulses 
(7) hyperbolic-tangent-modulated sine pulses 
(8) hyperbolic-tangent-modulated cosine pulses 
(9) the Dirac 5-function pulse 

(10) any pulse whose Fourier transform g(w) satisfies the Giver-method condition 
(a) on p. 159 of Oughstun and Sherman's book 

(11) pulses whose spectra are not separated from DC 
(12) pulses that decay slower than exponentially in at least one lossy material 



The following work is largely or entirely devoted to pulses that have DC or 
near-DC content. Such work is largely or entirely irrelevant to PAVE PAWS. 

[1] Most of the work by L Brillouin and A Sommerfeld on Lorentz models, 
published in 1914 and 1932 and translated into English in L Brillouin, Wave 
Propagation and Group Velocity (Academic, 1960). 

[2] Lorentz-model asymptotics in Sect. 7.11(g) on pp. 321-324 of JD Jackson, 
Classical Electrodynamics 2nd edn. (Wiley, 1975). 

[3] Decay rates derived from ibid, and appearing in endnote 30 of TM Roberts 
and PC Petropoulos, "Asymptotics and energy estimates for electromag- 
netic pulses in dispersive media," J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 13, 1204-1217 (1996). 
Also, , "Asymptotics and energy estimates for electromagnetic pulses 
in dispersive media: addendum," J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 16, 2799-2800 (1999). 

[4] Debye-model (Sec. 2.2) and Lorentz-model (Sec. 2.3) asymptotics in M Kel- 
bert and I Sazonov, Pulses and Other Wave Processes in Fluids (Kluwer, 
1996). 

[5] Most asymptotics published by KE Oughstun et al, including [A] KE Ough- 
stun,"Propagation of optical pulses in dispersive media," Ph.D. disserta- 
tion (University of Rochester, 1978; published by UMI, Ann Arbor, Mich.), 
[B] KE Oughstun and GC Sherman, Electromagnetic Pulse Propagation in 
Causal Dielectrics (Springer-Verlag, 1994), and [c] most other published 
work by KE Oughstun et al. 

[6] Most of the work on Lorentz or Debye models published by RA Albanese 
et al, including "Short-rise-time microwave pulse propagation through dis- 
persive biological media," J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 6, 1441-1446 (1996). This 
paper is in the journal issue's special feature, "Mathematics and Mpdehng 
in Modern Optics," KE Oughstun and JJ Stamnes eds. 

The section of this report after the transparencies will substantiate the 
itemized statements above. The "Answers to Questions asked During the Talk" 
section will also respond more fully than I did during my talk: The "Answers..." 
offer an intuitive connection between algebraic decay and the zeros of frequency- 
dependent coefficients of exponential decay. The Answers also show that a new 
model mentioned by Prof. Oughstun's talk would often yield algebraic decay in 
circumstances for which exponential decay was newly claimed by Prof. Oughstun 
in that talk. The two previous sentences respond to questions from a committee 
member. The Answers include my vita, which an audience member wanted to 
see and which committee members discussed publicly without reveahng detail. 



Preface 

I rehearsed my presentation into a tape recorder the night before my talk. 
I did this because I planned to give a shorter version of the talk in a different 
setting perhaps a month or so later. It would be easier then, I thought, to find the 
right words on tape than to find them in reaction to reading my transparencies. 

Following each transparency photocopy is a narrative drawn largely from 
my 9/8/02 recording. Supplementary information follows some narratives. At- 
tendees who understood my talk may want to go directly to the Justification 
and Answers sections, near the end of this report. 
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Transparencies, Narratives, and Supplements 
First Transparency 

PAVE PAWS Radiation Decays Exponentially in Lossy Materials 

Narrative 

Good afternoon. I am pleased to be here. 

I'll talk today about the type of pulses that PAVE PAWS can produce. 
I'll also talk about a type of pulses that PAVE PAWS cannot produce, but that 
has entered nevertheless into discussions about PAVE PAWS. And I'll also discuss 
the ways in which both of these types of pulses propagate through lossy materials 
such as human tissues, and through lossy models such as the Lorentz model. That 
covers the whole talk.   , 

I won't talk about health or safety because I don't know much about those 
subjects. I'll talk about only electromagnetics. 

At the bottbm of the transparency I've sketched the spectrum of the 
pulses that PAVE PAWS broadcasts. This spectrum is 420-450 MHz. This 
is not first-hand experience for me. It's what I've read in Air Force technical 
reports. My most recent source is the preliminary-measurement report on the 
www.pavepaws.org web site. The earliest report that I know of that mentions the 
420-450 MHz band for PAVE PAWS is the 1980 environmental impact statement 
for a PAVE PAWS site in Calif. I'm now assuming, for the reasons just mentioned, 
that the spectrum of PAVE PAWS radiation is 420-450 MHz. For the purpose of 
my talk, all that matters is that the spectrum is hundreds of MHz removed from 
DC. DC is a synonym for frequency=0. This band is also narrow in the sense 
that the band is the center frequency ±3.5%: It's 435 MHz ±3.5%. The spectrum 
restricts the type of pulses that can be broadcast. And this ±3.5% is the tightest 
restriction I know of on the pulses shapes that PAVE PAWS can produce. This 
seems to be the definitive restriction. 

Supplement 

The 1980 PAVE PAWS report is: Department of the Air Force, "Operation of the 
PAVE PAWS radar system at Beale Air Force Base, California. Part 1. Basic EIS 
& Appendices" (July 1980) technical report AFSC-TR-80-09, also known as ADA 
088 320. "EIS" (above) means environmental impact statement. Markings state 
that the report has been approved for public release, with unlimited distribution. 
The 420-450 MHz band is mentioned in the next-to-last paragraph of p. 1-5, which 
is the 5th page of Chapt. 1. 
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Second Transparency 
Algebraic and Exponential Decay 

Narrative 

When I was first asked whether I was willing to talk today, it was explained to me 
that the committee often finds it useful to have presentations that balance each 
other. It was suggested that my recent work on exponential decay and the things 
that Prof. Oughstun may say about algebraic decay could balance each other. 

So here and on the next transparency I will discuss a statement that 
he made [top] with a statement that I made [bottom]. The next transparency 
will explain the research behind my statement and research that may be behind 
Prof. Oughstun's statement. 

I'll start with Prof. Oughstun's statement. It is from an interview of him by 
Microwave News, which appeared in that newsletter's March/April issue this year. 
Prof. Oughstun said many things in that interview. I have excerpted parts of three 
sentences, in the order in which those sentences were printed; I put them together 
with ellipses; and I changed the wording to make the composite sentence flow. 
The result is a sentence that Prof. Oughstun never really said. But the sentence 
does use his words, and I think it represents reasonably well the gist of what he 
did say at one point. He said, "In a phased array system like PAVE PAWS, ... [in] 
the side lobes... [the] most important effect" — and here, in context, he meant 
the electromagnetic effect that he thinks is potentially the most important for 
biological systems — "The most important effect is that the radiation no longer 
decays exponentially in lossy materials..." He made it clear later in the interview 
that he thinks the decay is slower than exponential. 

On the other hand, I have an article in Electronics Letters, which is a 
peer-reviewed journal. My article was in the July 4 issue this year. The title of 
that paper is "Radiated pulses decay exponentially in lossy materials [far from] 
antennas." 

You can see right away that these two statements overlap. For example, 
they both mention "lossy materials." And soon I'll mention other topics that the 
statements have in common. But for now I want to note that each statement 
was made without knowledge of the other statement. When I wrote my paper 
in February of this year I could not have known that the next month's newslet- 
ter, which I would not get a copy of until May, would have this statement by 
Prof. Oughstun. And when Prof. Oughstun gave that interview, he could not 
have known of my statement that would be published months later. 

The two independent statements do have "lossy materials" in common. 
And there's more that they have in common. 

Here, in the title of my paper, there's "lossy materials [far from] anten- 
nas." You'll see what I mean by "[far from] antennas" if you read my paper's 
introduction and the next few sentences after that. It won't take long to read the 
introduction because my paper is only a page and a half long, which is this jour- 



nal's maximum length for papers. And in that introduction you'll see that "[far 
from] antennas" means only that the pulses that are incident on the materials 
would have spectra that are separated from DC. That is, "[far from] antennas" 
means, in context, "separated from DC." As you know, PAVE PAWS pulses are 
separated from DC by hundreds of MHz. So my statement includes PAVE PAWS 
pulses. Of course I could not have known when I wrote this paper title in February 
that exponential decay would later become an issue for PAVE PAWS. The title 
was meant only to refer to separated-from-DC pulses produced by any antenna. 
But my title statement does apply to PAVE PAWS. 

Prof. Oughstun's statement mentions PAVE PAWS. So he and my state- 
ments have both lossy materials and PAVE PAWS in common. 

The two statements also mention exponential decay. My statement says 
that the pulses decay exponentially; Prof. Oughstun's statement says they decay 
slower than exponentially. But exponential decay and slower-than-exponential 
decay are mutually exclusive concepts. Therefore, Prof. Oughstun and my state- 
ments cannot both be correct. At least one must be incorrect. 

The tipping point of these two statements is the concept of exponential 
decay, which I will now describe. Exponential decay is simply a power-of-ten 
decay. In the course of this talk you will see three ways of measuring the size of a 
pulse. These sizes are the peak value, the peak power, and the energy of the pulse. 
If one of these sizes, say the peak value, decays as a power of ten — that is, if the 
peak value decays as ten to the power of a negative constant times the depth x as 
the pulse propagates through a material — then the peak value is said to decay 
exponentially. And if the energy decays as a power of ten, then the energy is said 
to decay exponentially. 

Prof. Oughstun's statement does not specify the rate of slower-than-exponential 
decay that he thinks will occur in these circumstances. Although Prof. Oughstun's 
statement does not actually mention algebraic decay, it is at least informed by his 
25-years' experience in predicting algebraic decay of pulses in Lorentz models. I 
will now describe algebraic decay. 

Algebraic decay is a depth-to-a-negative-constant decay. I've given three 
examples [a;~-^/^, x"^/^, a;"^/^] that are taken from peer-reviewed publications by 
various people — not just by Prof. Oughstun — involving predictions of algebraic 
decay for Lorentz models. Algebraic decay turns out to be usually slower than 
exponential. There are some exceptions, but algebraic decay is still typically 
slower than exponential decay. At large-enough depths, however, algebraic decay 
is always slower than exponential decay. There is no exception as depth goes to 
oo. 

Although algebraic decay is typically slower than exponential decay, it's 
still not clear whether Prof. Oughstun meant to refer to algebraic decay when he 
talked of slower-than-exponential decay. 

Next I'll describe the research history that may support his statement. 



Then I'll tell you about the research that does support my statement. 

Supplement 

In this talk, the peak value of a time-dependent pulse p{t) is the largest value of 
\p{t)\. By "peak power" I mean the peak power density, which is proportional 
to the square of the peak value. By "energy" I mean the energy density. These 
concepts are explained in standard electromagnetics texts for undergraduates in 
physics and electrical engineering. 

Readers may be puzzled that my narrative does not resolve its stated un- 
certainty regarding the intent of Prof. Oughstun's statement quoted by this trans- 
parency. After all, Prof. Oughstun gave the talk immediately before mine. But 
he did not respond to what I said. Indeed, I did not see Prof. Oughstun in the 
room during my talk. Three attendees later said that he left the room as soon as 
I began talking. One of these attendees added that Prof. Oughstun would occa- 
sionally return within normal hearing range of me but not within view, and that 
he always stayed only briefly before walking away. I mention this only to explain 
why my narratives do not recount statements made by Prof. Oughstun during my 
talk. Specifically, no such statement exists. 

10 
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Third Transparency 
Decay of Brillouin Precursors in Lorentz Models 

Narrative 

This transparency compares 88-years' of published research with my page-and-a- 
half paper from July 4. 

All of that 88-years' of work regards the Lorentz model. The Lorentz 
model was developed by a German named Drude in his course notes, which led to 
a 1894 textbook titled Physics of the Aether. The model was meant to account 
for phenomena observed near the absorption bands of the spectra of visible light 
that had been transmitted through a stellar plasma, Earth's ionosphere, or a thin 
film of Iodine or other material deposited on a glass plate. This model has for 
various reasons become popular among theorists. But if someone uses a Lorentz 
model to represent a particular material, then it is fair to ask for evidence that 
the model fits. 

Many people have studied how pulses decay in Lorentz models. This was 
done first by Brillouin and Sommerfeld in 1914. They studied how integer-cycle 
sinusoid pulses would decay in a Lorentz model. An integer-cycle-sine pulse is a 
concept you will hear repeatedly in this talk. It is a pulse that is 0 for awhile, 
then it oscillates sinusoidally for an integer number of periods, and then it remains 
0. Brillouin predicted that this type of incident pulse would have a specified 
rate of algebraic decay as it went through a Lorentz model. Prof. Oughstun, 
with many more co-authors than are mentioned here, also predicted specified 
rates of algebraic decay for integer-cycle sines and for other incident pulses. I 
toio have made similar predictions, as have others whose work has nothing to do 
with Prof. Oughstun or me. As far as I know, from 1914 through July 3, 2002, 
every time anyone studied the rate of decay of a pulse in any type of dispersive 
model they predicted algebraic decay of one rate or another. That's to my best 
knowledge. I haven't read all the literature, but I've read a lot. 

Prof. Oughstun has a published statement that, to my knowledge, makes 
the world's broadest claim that a large class of pulses decays algebraically. This is 
from the proceedings of an IEEE meeting in the year 2000. Prof. Oughstun wrote 
there that all ultra-wideband pulses will decay in Lorentz models at an algebraic 
rate that he specified. But that statement is not accompanied by a derivation, 
nor is it accompanied by a citation of a derivation that would show that the 
statement is correct. His statement from 2000 is therefore a conjecture. It is 
not clearly labeled a conjecture, but it is indeed a conjecture. I mention it here 
only because I'm reviewing the literature. I will not mention Prof. Oughstun's 
conjecture again. 

The next-most-broad statement that many pulses decay algebraically is in 
Oughstun and Sherman's book from 1994. The cited pages of the book show that 
they predict that at least 4 types of incident pulses will decay at an algebraic rate 
that they specify. The cited pages also show that all these example pulses had this 
specific mathematical property ["analytic in a domain..."].  It takes specialized 
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knowledge to understand this property. It is a technical math property that 
may be unfamiliar to almost everyone in this room. It is, however, in part of 
the standard undergraduate curriculum for math majors. The relevant course is 
usually called complex variables or complex analysis. The stated math property 
is very specific here, it's even more specific in Oughstun and Sherman's original, 
and it makes perfect sense. It's a fine statement. And for several types of pulses 
that have this math property, they do derive algebraic decay. That's an essential 
point: Namely, the broadest, derived statement of algebraic decay is for a class 
of pulses that has this specific math property. I will return to this essential point 
soon. 

My work from July, on the other hand, assumes only that the incident 
spectrum is separated from DC. PAVE PAWS is an example. Using only the 
separation from DC, I showed that the decay would be exponential. 

Please notice that exponential decay and algebraic decay are mutually ex- 
clusive behaviors. Assuming that Oughstun and Sherman's derivation is correct, 
and assuming that my derivation is correct, it follows that these two sets of inci- 
dent pulses are mutually exclusive. Indeed, anyone who knows complex analysis 
can recognize almost immediately that there is no pulse that has both of these 
properties. ["Both" means the analyticity and the separated-from-DC properties.] 
To confirm that this is immediately recognizable, I took two undergraduate texts 
out of my bookcases at work and I found the basis for this conclusion in each 
book. In each undergraduate textbook, this was in the homework problems. 

It follows that the pulses studied in Oughstun and Sherman's book all have 
DC or near-DC content, which cannot be produced by PAVE PAWS. Prof. Ough- 
stun, in his talk immediately preceding mine, explained how almost all of his work 
uses the Olver method. Indeed, the analyticity condition mentioned here is item 
(a) in the book's description on p. 159 of the Olver method. So every time that 
the Olver method is used as Oughstun and Sherman's book uses it, the results are 
irrelevant to PAVE PAWS for spectral reasons. Indeed, this same Olver-method 
condition (a) appears in Prof. Oughstun's Ph.D. dissertation from 1978. Hav- 
ing read almost all of Prof. Oughstun's work, I assure you that almost all of his 
asymptotics from 1978 to present use that Olver-method condition. Almost all 
of his asymptotics from 1978 to present, therefore, are irrelevant to PAVE PAWS 
for the spectral reasons mentioned earlier. 

There are, of course, other people who studied algebraic decay without 
reference to the Olver method. I am one of those people. There are others. But 
my July result shows that all those algebraic decay results must have assumed, at 
least implicitly, that the incident-pulse spectrum was not separated from DC. 

These circumstances explain how it can be that various people studied 
pulse decay in Lorentz models across 88 years and always got algebraic decay. It 
started with Brillouin and his integer-cycle sine in 1914, and people just followed 
his lead using this aiid other types of pulses that happened to have DC or near-DC 
content. And it also happens that none of this body of literature is relevant to 
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PAVE PAWS. 

As far as I know, my July 4 paper is the only one to have ever studied 
pulse propagation for Lorentz models and to have concluded that the decay could 
be exponential. Every pulse that PAVE PAWS produces happens to be separated 
from DC, and in every case the decay is exponential in all lossy materials. The 
derivation of this is sketched in my page-and-a-half paper near the end of my 
handout for the committee. The full, line-by-line derivation follows my paper in 
the handout. It's a 5-line calculus derivation. [The paper and derivations are also 
in the last pages of this report.] 

My previous transparency showed Prof. Oughstun's interview statement 
that some PAVE PAWS pulses decay slower than exponentially in lossy materials. 
I've just shown that his statement is incorrect. I don't know where his statement 
came from. It may have come from the 88-year history of research into pulses 
that happen to be not producible by PAVE PAWS. But I don't really know why 
he said what he did say. 

I would like to spend a little time describing my paper from July 4. After 
all, it's the reason I was asked to talk here. My paper is mentioned here on 
this transparency, whose title mentions Lorentz models. The paper does apply to 
Lorentz models, but it applies to all other lossy models and to all lossy materials. 
Human tissues are lossy, hence the relevance to this committee. The derivations in 
my paper are also short. This was necessary because the journal's length limit was 
a page and a half. The committee, however, has my full line-by-line derivations. 
There are two derivations, each composed of 5 steps of calculus. Many people 
who use a lot of integral calculus and who are familiar with the complex-valued 
exponential function can follow the first 5-step derivation. The second 5-step 
derivation is a little more advanced, but many undergraduates could still follow 
it, I think. I would be happy if someone would go through my short derivations, 
or get someone else to go through them, and decide on that basis whether I am 
right or wrong. The two short derivations are, in any case, a brief part of my 
page-and-a-half paper. I also crammed 8 numerical examples into that page and 
a half. It's not just theory: there's numerics, too. 

Supplement 

This transparency obtains the main results of my talk. I have several supplemen- 
tary statements. 

First, I cite P Drude, Physik des Aethers, in German, (Ferdinand Enke, 
Stuttgart, 1894) Sec. 10 of Chapt. 10. 

Second, at least two committee members asked questions about a new, un- 
published result that Prof. Oughstun mentioned in his talk immediately preceding 
mine. I was unprepared to answer. A full answer follows in the Answer section 
near the end of this report. Prof. Oughstun's new, unpublished result is evidently 
incorrect. 

14 



Third, the paragraph about ultra-wideband (UWB) pulses is from my 
9/8/02 rehearsal. I omitted the paragraph from my talk to compensate for time 
taken to answer committee questions. The claim about UWB pulses is from 
KE Oughstun and PD Smith, "On the accuracy of asymptotic approximations in 
ultrawideband signal, ultrashort-pulse, time-domain electromagnetics," in Digest 
of the 2000 IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society International Symposium 
Vol. 2 (IEEE, Piscataway, New Jersey, 2000) pp. 685-688. The publication's first 
sentence and first equation are evidently the only assumptions regarding the in- 
cident pulse: Namely, it's a UWB pulse that has a Fourier transform. Without 
further restriction on the pulse, algebraic decay is claimed 3 lines above the fig- 
ures of p. 687. I cannot find a justification for this published claim that all UWB 
pulses that have Fourier transforms will decay algebraically in both the Lorentz 
and Debye models. 

Fourth, to show that many math majors could immediately confirm that 
the analyticity and separated-from-DC properties are mutually exclusive, I looked 
in two books. One is JD Paliouras, Complex Variables for Scientists and Engineers 
(Macmillan, 1975) pp. 290 and 293. Exercise 28.15 there requires the student to 
prove Theorem 7.2, whose corollary ("REMARK 2" on p. 293) immediately implies 
that only the zero pulse \p{t) =0 for all time] has both the analyticity and the 
separated-from-DC properties. Paliouras' textbook is meant for undergraduates. 
This material is also covered in RV Churchill and JW Brown, Complex Variables 
and Applications 5th edn. (McGraw-Hill, 1990) exercise 8 on p. 181. Exercise 8 
includes a hint. This textbook is meant for "seniors and graduate students major- 
ing in mathematics, engineering, or one of the physical sciences." Although both 
textbooks are intended for science and erlgineering majors, as well as for math 
majors, the course is usually offered by the math department. To be complete, 
Oughstun and Sherman's book's use of the Olver method implicitly assumes that 
the incident pulses are not precisely 0 in their domains of analyticity. It fol- 
lows from undergraduate homework that Oughstun and Sherman's pulses are not 
separated from DC. 

Fifth, Prof. Oughstun did not respond to my presentation of this trans- 
parency. Relevant circumstances are mentioned at the end of the supplementary 
information for my talk's second transparency. 
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Fourth Transparency 
Inside and Outside the PAVE PAWS Band 

Narrative 

I will now give examples of two types of pulses: One that PAVE PAWS could 
produce, at least in principle. Another, that Brillouin studied in 1914 and that 
many others later studied, and which PAVE PAWS could not produce. 

My first example had to be confined to the PAVE PAWS spectrum. I 
chose this pulse [left]. It's a synthetic, purely mathematical function that, in a 
better graph, resembles a carrier frequency with amplitude modulation that dies 
off quickly. Here, time is along the horizontal axis of the pulse [inset]. 

I also computed and graphed the power spectrum of this pulse. I will now 
explain what a power spectrum is. As I've mentioned, there's a relation between a 
time-dependent pulse and the spectrum of that pulse. This mathematical relation 
involves the concept of a Fourier transform. Loosely speaking, a pulse is composed 
of all of its frequency components, with one component for every frequency in 
the spectrum. This graphed pulse, for example, is composed of one frequency 
component for each frequency between 420 and 450 MHz. The whole pulse is a 
sum, in the Fourier sense, of all these frequency components. Finally, the power 
spectrum is the amount of power in each frequency component, relative to the 
power in the strongest frequency component. This curve [left] is a frequency- 
dependent power spectrum. The graph shows that the power at !v 420.5 MHz is 
about one-tenth of a part-per-million of the power at 435 MHz in this one example. 
Please notice the scales on the graph. The frequency scale is linear scale because 
it's so narrow: It's the PAVE PAWS band. The power scale is logarithmic because 
of the precipitous drop-offs near the edges of the band. The power is infinitesimal 
near those edges. Mathematically, in this one example, the power is precisely 
0 for 420 MHz on down to DC. It's also 0 from 450 MHz on up to oo. Thus, 
the example pulse has a spectrum confined to 420-450 MHz. It can at least in 
principle be produced by PAVE PAWS. But I don't know whether PAVE PAWS 
could really produce this pulse. 

Here on the right is a 1-cycle sine pulse. It's 0 for awhile, then it's one cycle 
of a 435 MHz sine, then it's 0 again. I computed this power spectrum in the same 
way as on the left. I graphed it on the same logarithmic scale. It turns out that 
this 1-cycle sine, like the 2-cycle sine and the 3-cycle sine and every integer-cycle 
sine, has a power spectrum that fills the entire electromagnetic spectrum except 
for DC and oo. I therefore used a logarithmic scale in frequency. I couldn't use a 
linear scale, as on the left, because the band here on the right is far too broad. I've 
marked roughly where the PAVE PAWS spectrum is. The PAVE PAWS spectrum 
supports a significant part of this example pulse [on the right] because I chose the 
1-cycle carrier frequency to be the centerpoint of the PAVE PAWS spectrum. 
But if one re-graphs this to focus near the PAVE PAWS spectrum, then one will 
see that a significant part of the example pulse is outside the PAVE PAWS band. 
That is, a significant part of the 1-cycle sine cannot be produced by PAVE PAWS. 
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This is why a 1-cycle sine is not a PAVE PAWS-type pulse. The 1-cycle sine has 
other non-PAVE PAWS qualities associated with some of its tiny components. I 
mention these because even tiny components have entered public discussions of 
PAVE PAWS. Here you see that the 1-cycle sine has tiny ultra-violet, x-ray, and 
gamma-ray components that simply are not emitted by PAVE PAWS or by any 
other antenna where microwave currents travel around metal. Of course PAVE 
PAWS can't produce these components: But here they are in a 435-MHz, 1-cycle 
sine, and in any integer-cycle sine pulse as well. All of the integer-cycle sines 
also have these near-DC components that PAVE PAWS can't produce because 
near-DC components are hundreds of MHz removed from the PAVE PAWS band. 
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Fifth Transparency 
A''-cycle Sine Currents in Circuits? 

Narrative 

[The supplement for this transparency has an erratum notice below.] 

I want to look one level more deeply at the integer-cycle sine. After all, 
PAVE PAWS might be confined to its 435 MHz ±3.5% band merely for reasons 
related to spectrum allocation as regulated by the FCC or other agencies. Ac- 
tually, I don't know why PAVE PAWS is confined to that band. But I wanted 
to find out whether one could get some type of non-PAVE PAWS antenna to 
produce an integer-cycle sine. How would one do this? A good start would be 
to feed an integer-cycle-sine current into an antenna and see whether it radiates, 
an integer-cycle-sine electric pulse. But can one feed an integer-cycle sine cur- 
rent into an antenna? The feeding of a current into an antenna has to be done 
through a circuit. My rhetorical question finally becomes: Can one produce an 
integer-cycle-sine current in a circuit? 

As an example, I graphed a 3-cycle-sine current. It's 0 for awhile then, as 
you can see, it suddenly has a kink. A kink is a discontinuity of the slope of the 
graph. Here [left] the slope is 0 and then suddenly, at the kink, the slope jumps 
to a nonzero value. After this first kink there are 3 cycles of oscillation, and then 
another kink at the end of the pulse. 

The circuits that are used to feed currents into things are called L-R- 
C circuits. Undergraduates in electrical engineering and physics are taught an 
equation that represents L-R-C circuits. It turns out that if one takes a current 
like this one and plugs it into the L-R-C equation, then a little calculus will show 
that to produce the kink one would have to apply voltages that are discontinuous 
in time. But voltages that are discontinuous in time don't really exist because 
real switches and real batteries are neither instantaneous nor ideal. Therefore it's 
physically impossible to produce a current whose graph has a kink. 

Not only are integer-cycle-sine electric-field pulses unrealistic for PAVE 
PAWS, but one can't even form a current that has an integer-cycle-sine graph. 

Supplement 

Erratum: I erred during my talk when I spoke of infinite voltages instead of 
voltages that are merely discontinuous in time. This mistake made the case against 
kinks in currents seem one-degree stronger than it really is. I apologize for my 
mistake and its rhetorical consequence. My narrative (above) appears in corrected 
form. The conclusion that graphs of real currents cannot have kinks does hold in 
the corrected narrative, as it did in my original presentation. The information on 
my original transparency also is correct. 

The L-R-C circuit equation is V{t) = LQ + RQ + Q/C where V is the 
applied voltage, Q is the charge in the capacitor, and the other letters represent 
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circuit elements. If the current Q has a discontinuous slope (a kink), then Q is 
itself discontinuous but Q is continuous. These combined circumstances imply 
that V is discontinuous. 
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Sixth Transparency 
Examples of Complicated Decay 

Narrative 

These are the first numerical results on decay rates that I'll show you. These decay 
rates are complicated. The next transparency has other numerical examples, but 
they will involve simpler decay rates of the type discussed in my July 4 paper. 

[This report's sixth transparency differs from my presentation's only in the 
size of 5 numerical data points and the thickness of a solid, straight segment in 
Prof. Oughstun's graph. Here I enlarged the points and thinned the segment only 
for graphical clarity] 

This graph [left] is from Prof. Oughstun's interview this year. It regards 
numerically simulated brain tissue. He didn't say which model he used to simulate 
the brain. Although he talked about an incident pulse and mentioned its carrier 
frequency, he didn't mention other features of the pulse. Because the model and 
the pulse weren't well defined in the interview, the result is irreproducible for 
now. It was only an interview, after all. But it was interview that included this 
graph, which is a form of prepared speech. To produce this graph he numerically 
propagated whatever the pulse was through whatever model he used to simulate 
the brain. He reasonably assumed that the pulse had the peak value 1 just inside 
the brain, and he used dots to graph the peak value of the numerically computed 
pulse every 5 cm in the brain, down through 50 cm of that brain. He connected 
those dots with a solid curve. 

The dashed curve [left] doesn't represent a numerical computation. It 
represents an approximation that Prof. Oughstun doesn't like. I won't mention 
that dashed curve again. 

Returning to the peak values: They were graphed on a logarithmic scale, 
as a function of depth on a linear scale. Within a minute or two of my seeing this 
in May 2002, I made a photocopy and used a ruler and a red pen to draw a line 
segment through the first 5 data points on the graph. I did this because a straight 
segment on a linear-log graph turns out to represent exponential decay. The decay 
beyond 20 cm is clearly slower than the exponential decay from 0-20 cm. But 
beyond 20 cm the decay is clearly faster than a hypothetical rate characterized by 
one-quarter the exponent from the first 20-cm of decay. Of course I can't really 
know whether the decay beyond 20 cm is exponential or algebraic or what-not 
because the interview's graph is an irreproducible result. 

It is clear that there was exponential decay for the first 20 cm of propaga- 
tion, at which point [20 cm] the amplitude was 1.8% of what it was just inside the 
brain. At that same depth the peak power, which is another way to measure the 
size of the pulse, was only 300 ppm (0.03%) of what it was just inside the brain. 
Thus, there is exponential decay until the pulse becomes small by two measures 
of size, then the pulse decays in an irreproducible manner. 

Prof. Oughstun's result has precedent 7-years earlier in a paper by Prof. Adair. 
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Adair was commenting on a 1994 paper by Albanese, MD, et al. Adair first repro- 
duced a computation by Albanese. They both studied water: Albanese stating 
his model precisely; Adair, not specifying his model except to say that he and 
Albanese's eventual numerical agreement was evidence that their two models for 
water were close. They did use the same incident pulse, namely a 10-cycle sine 
with a 10 GHz carrier frequency. Adair remarked that he and Albanese had 
roughly the same results for the peak values, which verified their two numerical 
methods. Adair then pointed out physical mechanisms affecting the decay of en- 
ergy, which he referred to as intensity. By stating those mechanisms, he added 
insight to a problem that had none before. Adair graphed energy on a logarithmic 
scale and depth on a linear scale. His paper showed how the 10 GHz carrier fre- 
quency explained why the initial exponential decay of energy had the slope shown 
here [right]. His paper specified the relationship. The pulse's rate of decay then 
slowed down. (All this, so far, would be echoed 7-years later in Prof. Oughstun's 
graph, evidently for a different model.) Then Adair's pulse began approaching a 
different rate of exponential decay, which Adair's paper related to the duration of 
the amplitude-modulated incident pulse in a way that made perfect sense. Thus, 
Adair showed that there would first be one exponential decay and then a slower 
exponential decay: All this in just 2.5 cm of water. 

A year or two ago I extended Adair's computation up to over 2 meters in 
water. Adair had noted that his computation through 2.5 cm was trivial; my com- 
putation through 2 m also was trivial. I plan to give you details within a month or 
two. [The details are now in the supplement.] Adair and my computations agree 
for all depths that he considered. But I monitored the local exponential and alge- 
braic rates of decay through 2 m and found that exponential decay predominated 
through about 5-10 cm in water, and that algebraic decay predominated from 
about 15-20 cm through 2 m of water. The result is that exponential decay pre- 
dominated until the energy had decreased to about 0.3% of its value just inside the 
water; after that, algebraic decay predominated through over 2 m. These 5-10 cm 
and 15-20 cm ranges that I mentioned are, to some extent, matters of judgment. 
But for any reasonable judgment, Prof. Oughstun's result and my extension of 
Adair's result have similar conclusions. 

The conclusion is that Oughstun and Adair's examples show two pulses 
that first decay exponentially until each pulse is a small fraction of its size just 
inside the material. This is illustrated for each of three measures of pulse size 
— peak value, peak power, and energy. That sounds more cut-and-dried than it 
really is. Really, only Adair's numerical example is reproducible. And even the 
reproducible example has exponential decay that eventually yields to algebraic 
decay for unknown reasons. The reproducible example has an integer-cycle sine 
pulse, whose near-DC content may suggest algebraic decay at large depths; but 
there is no proof that this would occur. We do have two examples in which pulses 
decay exponentially until, by any measure, they are small. But it's not known 
what happens next. 

The next transparency will show that the decay is much simpler and much 
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more well-defined when the spectrum is separated from DC, as in PAVE PAWS. 

Supplement 

Prof. Oughstun did not respond to my presentation of this transparency. Relevant 
circumstances are mentioned at the end of the supplementary information for my 
talk's second transparency. 

For Albanese and Adair's example, Fig. 1 shows the energy, relative to its 
value just inside the water, as a function of depth through 2 m. The relative 
energy is defined to be 1 at a; = 0. Straight segments on a semi-log graph, such as 
the shallow-depth (a; < 1 cm) segment Fig. 1, are evidence of exponential decay; 
but when the slope becomes shallow then exponential decay is not as strongly 
evident. The slope in Fig. 1 is steep for the first 10 cm and it's much shallower 
beyond that. Drawing tangents to the curve on Fig. 1 also suggests that the decay 
is non-exponential from around 10 cm to nearly 1.5 m. 

10    11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

g 10     h- 
LU 

10" I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I 
0.5 1    .      1.5 

Depth (meter) 

Fig. 1. Semi-log graph of the relative energy of Adair and 
Albanese's pulse in water. The slope is proportional to the 
depth-dependent exponential rate of decay. Relative energy = 
1 at a; = 0. 

Fig. 2 shows the same relative-energy function as shown in Fig. 1, but this 
time on a log-log scale. Straight segments on a log-log graph denote algebraic 
decay at a constant rate. The slope in Fig. 2 is never extremely steep nor, for 
x>l mm, is that slope extremely shallow. This observation signifies significant 
algebraic decay for a; >, 1 mm. But Adair's graph shows that exponential decay 
predominates for the first 2.5 cm. This is not a contradiction. The overall decay 
for the first 2.5 cm is merely more-accurately described by an exponential. 

I looked at the x-dependent exponential and algebraic rates of decay. These 
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Fig. 2. Log-log graph of the relative energy of Adair and 
Albanese's pulse in water. The slope is proportional to the 
depth-dependent algebraic rate of decay. 

rates are proportional to, respectively, the x-dependent slopes of Figs. 1 and 2. 
From 10-50 cm, energy decays at an algebraic rate that varies from a;"-^/^ to x~^^'^. 
The same energy decays at an exponential rate that varies from 10~^^ to 10"^^/^ 
over the same 10-50 cm interval. Because it's typical for the exponential decay 
rate to quickly vanish vi^hen the decay is actually algebraic (To see this, compute 
the algebraic and exponential rates of decay of the pure functions x~^^'^ and 10~^.), 
it follows as a matter of judgment that algebraic predominates from 10-50 cm. 
A similar analysis shows, also as a matter of judgment, that algebraic decay 
also predominates from 50-200 cm. The location at which the decay becomes 
predominantly algebraic is again a matter of judgment. I think that any reasonable 
analysis would conclude that the decay becomes predominantly algebraic near 10- 
20 cm 
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Seventh Transparency 
Exponential Decay in a Strong Sense 

Narrative 

Here I will show the results of my July 4 paper in symbols. I will go through the 
intuition that led me to expect that the first inequality [V < ...] would be true. 
Then I will mention the proof and show a numerical example. I will show that 
each of three measures of pulse size is less than or equal to a pure exponential. 
Being less than or equal to a pure exponential is simple, it is exponential decay 
without equivocation, and it always occurs in lossy materials when the incident 
pulse spectrum is separated from DC, as in the PAVE PAWS case. 

To start, my paper assumes that the incident pulse has a spectrum from 
/min to /max- That is, the pulse is composed of frequency components at all 
frequencies / from /min to /max- I also assume that fmm > 0. That's what I mean 
by "separated from DC." This condition /min > 0 is the only assumption I make 
about the incident pulse. 

Please consider the frequency components that compose the pulse. Un- 
dergraduates in electrical engineering and in physics are taught that each fre- 
quency component decays exponentially. The exponential decay rate [here «(/)] 
is a function of the frequency. So the amplitude [A/(a;)] of a frequency com- 
ponent at a depth x equals what there was just inside the material [A/(0)] 
times a decaying exponential [lO"'*^'^)''], where this coefficient of exponential decay 
[a{f)] is a function of frequency. This representation for frequency components 
[Af{x) = ^/(0)10~"(-'')^] is useful because there are tables of exponential-decay co- 
efficients for many materials. Sometimes these coefficients are tabulated directly; 
other times, they're easy to infer from different tabulated coefficients such as the 
real and imaginary parts of complex permittivity. That is, the a{f) coefficients 
are either directly tabulated or they are essentially tabulated for many materials. 
I have a report in my office that tabulates such properties for a dozen or so biolog- 
ical tissues in frequency bands that span the PAVE PAWS band. It turns out that 
all ordinary materials have exponential-decay coefficients that are strictly positive 
[> 0] for nonzero frequencies. These are called lossy materials. Biological tissues 
are lossy. Thus the second assumption of my paper is merely that the material is 
lossy. 

My paper has two assumptions: The pulse has /min > 0, and the material 
is lossy. There are no more assumptions. 

In this case the pulse is composed of all frequency components from /min 
to /max- Each pulse component decays exponentially at a frequency-dependent 
rate. Math suggests that, among all these rates of exponential decay, there has 
to be a smallest rate of exponential decay: call it CKmin- That's useful because 
every frequency component has to decay at least as fast as that smallest rate of 
exponential decay. The entire pulse is composed of things that all decay at least 
as fast as ctmin- When every part decays at least as fast as ctmin then, intuitively, 
the whole pulse should decay at least as fast as ttmin- That explains why I thought 
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that the pulse peak [7^(0;)], relative to its value [V{0)] just inside the material, 
would decay at least as fast [<] as the smallest rate of exponential decay [10"°'"'"^]. 
It seemed intuitively obvious to me. 

Intuition is useful because it shows that something makes sense. But intu- 
ition does not establish truth to the degree that a derivation does. The derivation 
of the first inequality is in my paper. It's the first 5-step calculus derivation in 
my hand-out for the committee. The derivation requires specialized knowledge of 
integral calculus and of the complex-valued exponential function. Many under- 
graduates could understand that derivation. It may set a record for simplicity of a 
derivation of a result central to a peer-reviewed paper on electromagnetic theory. 

Thus, I derived that the peak value of a pulse, relative to its peak value 
just inside the material, is less than or equal to a pure exponential. This is a 
simple type of decay, unlike on the previous transparency. 

Likewise, the peak power and the energy, relative to their values just inside 
the material, are bounded above by pure exponentials. 

I tested those <-pure-exponential predictions using a model for water spec- 
ified in my July 4 paper. I used an incident pulse [shown here] that was separated 
from DC. I didn't know when I wrote the paper in February that exponential 
decay would be an issue for PAVE PAWS. That's why I chose a pulse that had 
/min = 13.5 GHz and /max = 18 GHz instead of the PAVE PAWS band. But this 
pulse fundamentally resembles a PAVE PAWS pulse in that it is separated from 
DC. 

I looked at all the exponential-decay coefficients for water in the frequency 
range from 13.5-18 GHz. I found the smallest coefficient, and I called it oimm- 
Then I graphed lO"^''"'"^ on this graph whose energy-or-peak-power axis is log- 
arithmic and whose depth axis is linear. This lO"^'^-"'"^ yielded the dot-dashed 
straight segment — the highest straight segment — on the semi-log graph. This 
prediction involved only the decay coefficients of water and the 13.5-18 GHz spec- 
trum; it was independent of any other detail of the incident pulse. 

Then I numerically propagated the incident pulse through water and graphed 
its energy and peak power as both those quantities decayed by a factor of 1 million. 
A 1-ppm decay is a large decay, I think. Throughout this decay the energy and 
peak-power graphs almost overlapped. They didn't exactly overlap; in fact, they 
diverged slightly as depth increased. That explains [in part] why the solid segment 
is thicker near its end. [The caption of my paper's Fig. 2 explains the thickening 
more fully but implicitly: That figure really has 4 overlapping curves.] I had not 
predicted this overlap; it's coincidental as far as I know. Of course I did predict 
that the energy and peak power would, for every depth, be < their dot-dashed 
upper bounds. You can see here that they are, at least for depths going down to 
about 1 mm. A blow-up of the first 1 mm of the graph verifies my predicted upper 
bounds for the first 1 mm as well. Although this verifies two of my predictions, 
I say that it's only one verification because it's only one pulse that I propagated. 
My paper has 7 more verifications, 4 of which are in the Brillouin spectrum of a 
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Lorentz model. So there's nothing special about the Brillouin precursors: They 
decay exponentially, too, if they are produced by pulses separated from DC. Any 
Brillouin precursor produced by PAVE PAWS would decay exponentially. 

I also want to note that the apparent straightness of the solid curve is 
evidence that the pulse decays at an exponential rate that is nearly constant. I 
had not predicted this near constancy. But my paper does study the near-constant 
exponential decay rate further to establish exponential decay definitively in the 
numerical examples. This was already established definitively by the theory, but 
definitive numerical examples also seem worthwhile. 

Supplement 

Prof. Oughstun did not respond to my presentation of this transparency. Relevant 
circumstances are mentioned at the end of the supplementary information for my 
talk's second transparency. 

There was a question or statement from a committee member about whether 
I made standard use of the word "lossy." This is covered below in the "Intuition 
for Algebraic Decay" part of the "Answers to Questions Asked During my Talk" 
section of this report. To be clear about my usage: I say that a material is lossy 
if and only if (iff) Imk > 0 for all frequencies of interest. I say that a material 
is passive iff ImA; > 0 for all frequencies of interest. Thus, lossy materials are 
passive. I say that any other material is active. That is, I say that a material is 
active iff ImA; < 0 for at least one frequency of interest. 
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Eighth Transparency 
The Word "Precursor" 

Narrative 

I don't have time for all the transparencies. I apologize. 

Supplement 

The transparency is self-explanatory I have seen the word "precursor" used out- 
side the context of Lorentz models. In those cases, no single definition of "pre- 
cursor" was used by more than a few people. 

The transparency's final item ("A mere name...") seems obvious.   The 
transparency includes that item only because I actually reviewed a journal manuscript 
that used mere linguistic coincidence to claim that so-called precursors in Debye 
models would inherit the properties of Lorentz-model precursors. The manuscript 
that contained that claim was eventually withdrawn by its author. 
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Ninth Transparency 
Summary 

Narrative 

It's time to sum up. 

Air Force documents from 1980 and 2002 say that the PAVE PAWS spec- 
trum is 420-450 MHz. The bandwidth is ± 3.5% of the center frequency. This 
is the tightest restriction I know of on what PAVE PAWS can broadcast. It is 
evidently the definitive restriction on pulse shapes. 

Integer-cycle-sine electric pulses are unrealistic models for PAVE PAWS 
pulses because integer-cycle sines are not confined to the PAVE PAWS spectrum. 
Integer-cycle sines pulses are supported over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, 
except for the frequencies that are precisely 0 or oo. Integer-cycle-sine currents, 
as distinct from pulses, cannot even be produced in a real circuit. So much for 
integer-cycle sines. 

Prof. Oughstun expressed concern, in his interview, about slower-than- 
exponential decay in lossy materials. But, as I mentioned, if the spectrum is 
separated from DC then the decay is exponential in lossy materials. It follows that 
Prof. Oughstun is concerned about pulses that have DC or near-DC content that 
PAVE PAWS cannot produce; after all, the PAVE PAWS spectrum is separated 
by hundreds of MHz from DC. Prof. Oughstun's concern is therefore irrelevant to 
PAVE PAWS pulses. 

Prof. Oughstun's statement is relevant to some non-PAVE PAWS struc- 
tures, co-axial cables for example. If you have cable TV then you probably have a 
coax cable that runs between the wall and the TV. That coax cable could transmit 
DC and near-DC content pulses to your TV. Aside from that example, a current 
source could produce DC or near-DC content pulses that can be seen if you're 
near the current source. Antennas have current sources, so you may be able to 
see those type of pulses near antennas. The simplest example I can think of in- 
volves a capacitor. A capacitor is a device for storing charge. If you charge up a 
capacitor and use a resistive wire to connect it to ground, and then flip a switch 
to start the current, the electric field near the wire will have DC content. The 
DC content will no go far, but it will be present near the wire. So if you're near'a 
current source, or if you're in a coaxial cable, you can get the type of pulses that 
concern Prof. Oughstun. In a related matter, I showed that all Prof. Oughstun's 
Olver-method work is for DC and near-DC content pulses. That work applies if 
you live in a coaxial cable or another guided-wave structure, or if you're near a 
DC-content current source. 

But outdoors, far from antennas, pulse spectra are typically separated from 
DC. My July 4 paper mentions reasons for this, involving radiation efficiency of 
small dipoles and loops. There's even a stronger case for PAVE PAWS being 
separated from DC because PAVE PAWS is tuned to 400 MHz or so. It's not 
tuned to DC. And the resulting impedance mismatch at low frequencies makes it 
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even harder to broadcast near-DC content than the inefficiency of small antennas 
suggests. In any case, whenever the spectrum is separated from DC, then all three 
standard measures of pulse size will be < a pure-exponential decay in each lossy 
material. 

That covers the content of my talk. 

I want to add that my degree is in mathematical physics. I am not an 
engineer. Whenever I have a question about antennas, I just walk down the hall 
and someone or other will tell me the answer. In this way, Hans Steyskal and I 
conversed for many hours while I was preparing this talk. These conversations 
were far more useful to me than they could have been to him. I thank Hans for 
that. And I thank you for your attention to my talk. 

Supplement 

Prof. Oughstun did not respond to my presentation of this transparency. Relevant 
circumstances are mentioned at the end of the supplementary information for my 
talk's second transparency. 

A committee member mentioned an IEEE standard for fields near antennas. 
For the PAVE PAWS frequency band, the member said that a normal person could 
stand at the antenna and spit beyond the corresponding near field. This was said 
in context of a discussion of being near a DC-content current source. 
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Justification for Executive Summary 

This section will justify, in order, the Executive Summary's first two paragraphs 
and its two lists. 

The first paragraph's statement about the PAVE PAWS band is from Air 
Force reports cited in the supplement for my first transparency. 

The second paragraph summarizes the second list, numbered [l]-[6]. 

I will now justify the list numbered (1)-(12). Item (10)-is justified in my 
third transparency. The paragraph that contains (7.3.4) on p. 277 of Oughstun 
and Sherman's book begins, "For the examples considered in this research..." 
That quotation implies that pulse types that I list as (l)-(4) and (7)-(9) are 
examples of my list's item (10). This is clear from the context of the book's pp. 159, 
275-280, 351 and 352; and in context of the central role in the book of Olver's 
method from Sec. 5.1 (pp. 159//); and in context of the pulse types repeated 
in the book's Table of Contents for Subsections 4.3.1-4.3.4 and 7.2.4-7.2.7 and 
7.3.4-7.3.7 and 8.3.1-8.3.4 and 9.4.1-9.4.4. One may also introduce phase changes 
into exponents to switch from amplitude-modulated sines to amplitude-modulated 
cosines. It is a straightforward but tedious exercise to calculate the closed-form 
expressions for the Fourier transforms of pulse types (3) and (4), and thereby 
verify that those types have DC or near-DC content. 

The first list is now justified except for items (5), (6), (11), and (12). This 
paragraph deals only with (5) and (6). Pulse types (5) and (6) have DC or near-DC 
content, as follows from IS Gradshteyn and IM Ryzhik, and A Jeffrey ed., Table 
of Integrals, Series, and Products 5th edn. (Academic, San Diego, Calif, 1994) 
[Engl. transl. of Tablitsy Integralov, Summ, Riadov i Proizvedenii], Eqs. 3.896.4 
and 17.23.19, and Sec. 17.21. If the Fourier transform of / exists then its w = 0 
value is 0 iff /f^ f{t)dt = 0. Also please notice that exp{-t'^/T'^) cos{uJct) is an 
even function of t. 

The first list is now justified except for items (11) and (12). Pulse type (11) 
has DC or near-DC content by definition. Pulse type (12) has DC or near-DC 
content, as shown by my July 4, 2002 paper, which is included in this report. 

By reading all material referred to in items [l]-[6], one can determine that 
the collective work is devoted largely or entirely to pulse types (1)-(12). I have 
read all that material. Item [5], for example, includes nearly 2000 pages. 
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Answers to Questions Asked During my Talk 

I was asked about the following matters. 

1. Intuition for Algebraic Decay 
2. An Incorrect Claim Regarding Exponential Decay 

3. Vita and Publications 

I will answer here more fully than I did during my talk. 

1. Intuition for Algebraic Decay 

A committee member asked for my intuition regarding the origin of algebraic 
decay. I will sketch this intuitive origin below. I developed this exact intuition 
in 1991, but I never published it. I apologize for not having remembered the 
following ideas when the committee member asked for them. 

A frequency component is represented by exp(iA;a:) where the wavenumber 

k DC fJe{f), /=frequency, and e is the complex-valued permittivity of a model 
or material. The decay rates of frequency components regard only the magnitudes 

|exp(iA;a:)|=exp(-Im[A;(/)]x). (1) 

If £ 7^ oo at DC, as is true for all Lorentz and Debye models, then k = 0 at DC. 
Figure 3 sketches an example of this behavior. 

Notice in Fig. 3 that the imaginary parts lm[k{fj)] decrease as the fre- 
quencies fj decrease toward DC. Thus, for frequency components in the interval 
[DC, /i], the higher frequencies will be attenuated more severely than the lower 
frequencies in the model of Fig. 3. This is called a low-pass filter because the 
low-frequency components pass through the model more readily than the high- 
frequency components. 

Let's now make a nonrigorous, but instructive, leap: Imagine that the ini- 
tial pulse fills the frequency band [DC, /i]. Then the steepest attenuation is char- 
acterized by a relatively high exponential rate ImA;(/i). As the pulse propagates, 
attenuation decreases until the spectrum now fills only [DC, /2] and the decay is 
characterized by a slower exponential rate lmk{f2). As this nonrigorous, intuitive 
process continues for a sequence of frequencies A, Z?, /a, ■ • • -^ 0, the characteris- 
tic rate of exponential decay will go as ImA;(/i),ImA;(/2),IniA:(/3),... -> 0. That 
is, as the pulse propagates infinitely far, its decay rate decreases until the decay 
is slower than any exponential rate.  Thus the property fc(0) - 0 for nonsingu- 
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Fig. 3. Idealized sketch of a function lm[k{f)] that has two 0 
values. 

lar (e 7^ 00 at DC) models should yield slower-than-exponential decay for any 
pulse that initially has DC or near-DC content. Algebraic decay could be such 
a decay. Although there are, in principle, decay rates that are faster than alge- 
braic and slower than exponential, none of these has arisen from analysis of pulse 
propagation in any paper that I know of. 

Now please examine the second 0 of Im[A;(/)] in Fig. 3. If a pulse has spec- 
tral content near (but not at) that second 0 then slower-than-exponential decay, 
perhaps even algebraic decay, could be expected. But if /null > 0 is that second 
0 — that is, if Im[A;(/nuii)] = 0 — then a steady-state wave with frequency /nuii 
would propagate unattenuated through the model. Because it seems intuitively 
obvious to many physicists that real materials have nonzero loss for all nonzero /, 
1 excluded the possibility of a second 0 of Imk from my Electronics Letters paper. 

For completeness, I should clarify my paper's unstated justification for 
using ImA; > 0 to represent lossy materials. The justification is in Jackson's 2nd 
edn. of Classical Electrodynamics. There, please start reading with the sentence 
before (7.53), end with (7.54), and include the footnote on p. 286. That text 
applies even to general dispersion models k{f), not just to so-called resonant 
models. The condition Imk > 0 is thereby shown to be closely related to the 
more commonly mentioned "lossy" condition Ime > 0 in the usual context of non- 
amplifying media. [For another example equating "loss" with Ime > 0, read p. 274 
through the sentence that contains (80.7) in LD Landau et al, Electrodynamics 
of Continuous Media 2nd edn. (Pergamon, 1984) Engl. transl. by JB Sykes et al] 
My definition of loss is therefore equivalent to the ordinary definition of loss when 
used in my paper's context of ImA;(/) > 0 throughout the spectrum of frequencies 
0 < /min < / < /max of a pulse Separated from DC. Defining "loss" this way made 
my paper briefer, which was essential under the journal's 1.5-page limit. 
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2. An Incorrect Claim Regarding Exponential Decay 

Prof. Oughstun's talk presented a model whose complex permittivity satisfied 

£ = £a + Snamed + ic^/w, (2) 

where ffnamed was a named model (I forget the name), a > 0 and £a > 0 were inde- 
pendent of w, and uj = 27rx frequency. [This section is careless with multiplicative 
constants because they don't affect this section's results on algebraic and expo- 
nential decay.] Prof. Oughstun claimed there was a threshold CTthresh such that the 
pulse decay was algebraic if a < crthresh,,but exponential if cr > athresh- This is my 
best recollection. I will show here that Prof. Oughstun's claim, as I recall it, is 
incorrect. 

During my talk, two committee members asked about the relation of Prof. Ough- 
stun's claim (above) to my July 2002 paper on exponential decay. I replied that I 
hadn't seen Prof. Oughstun's new, unpublished claim before, so I could not imme- 
diately answer. After a few hours' thought, I have concluded that Prof. Oughstun 
erred in claiming that cr > athresh implies exponential decay. This follows imme- 
diately from a textbook result, as I will now explain. 

Pick a named model enamed that yields algebraic decay as in Prof. Ough- 
stun's claim. Pick (Jthresh < cr < oo with a so profoundly large that |Imenamed| is 
negligible compared with cr/w of (2) for the frequency band at hand. Similarly, 
pick £a large enough that |Re£named| is negligible by comparison. Neglecting Snamed 
and using // = 1 yields 

£ = £a + if^/t^, (3) 

k = c-W/'{e,u + iaf', (4) 

from which one can show that pulses E{x,t) in e of (2) satisfy the PDE E^x - 
oEt - c'^Ett = 0. A change of scale for the variables x and t yields the telegraph 
equation (5.271) of [Z]=[E Zauderer, Partial Differential Equations of Applied 
Mathematics 2nd edn. (Wiley, 1989) Example 5.15 on pp. 301-307.] [Z] says on 
p. ix that it "is intended for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate 
students..." 

Suppose that a pulse somehow gets into this model and, at a time called 
i = 0, the pulse profile in the model is smooth in the sense that E{x, 0) and Et{x, 0) 
have continuous first derivatives in x. The conclusion in [Z] from (5.290) through 
the first full paragraph of p. 306 is that, if the spacial Fourier transforms of E{x, 0) 
and Et{x, 0) have nonzero components &tk = 0, then E{x,t) will propagate with 
its (x, t)-dependent peak satisfying x"^ < At. [Z] adds that the field value at that 
peak will decay as t"^/^ for large t; equivalently, it will decay as l/x for large x. 
These decay rates are algebraic, contrary to the exponential decay newly claimed 
by Prof. Oughstun in his talk. 
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This may seem sufficient, but I will study the matter further. 

Please note that algebraic decay arose from the nonzero pulse components 
at A; = 0. Because the telegraph equation ((5.271) of [Z]) is linear, it follows that 
each pulse component is an w-dependent amplitude times exp{i[k{u)x + ujt]), with 
k as in (4). Because (4) shows that A; = 0 if and only if a; = 0, the nonzero 
component at ^ = 0 is associated with a nonzero component at DC (a; = 0). In 
this report's section on the intuitive basis for algebraic decay, it is explained how 
this circumstance is expected to yield algebraic decay. 

Please note also that (4) implies that £ is lossy in the sense that Im[A;(a;)] > 
0 for all w > 0. My July paper then implies that any pulse with spectrum 
separated from DC would decay exponentially in e of (3). 

I have just shown that many DC-content pulses will decay algebraically 
in the large-a limit (3) of Prof. Oughstun's e in (2), but all pulses separated 
from DC will decay exponentially in that limit. I think that this answers the 
committee members' questions as thoroughly as allowed by my limited memory 
of Prof. Oughstun's new, unpublished claim. 
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3. Vita and Publications 

In the general question-and-answer session, an audience member repeatedly said 
that he was unable to find my vita or publication list on the web. He seemed 
puzzled by this. Committee members responded at length, but there was no 
chance for me to reply. 

I am a civilian federal employee. I have never found a civilian federal 
employee's vita on a workplace web site. I do not have a personal web site nor do 
I own a computer, although I do speciaUze in computational applied mathematics 
at work. 

My vita follows. It includes a publication list. 
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ring. The ring is 13 mm hi^ and was suspended 1 mm above the 
ground plane. Good agreement between experimental and simulated 
tesutts was realised. The measured back lobes were lower than 
simulated. This can be attributed to the aneehoic chamberTs mount 
supporting the antenna while under test The 3 dB beam width for H 
and E co-polarised cuts were 80.46* and 73.58*, respectively. 

Fig. 4 Radiation pattern for 20 mm ring on 30 mm ground plane at 
2.4 GHz 

Conclusion: A new reduced size antenna has been presented. Tnis 
new antenna reduces the size of the ground plane to aradius of 0.24A, 

at the same time showing large reductions in the back radiation and up 
to a S dB increase in the forward gain when compared to the same 
antenna without the use of rings. This is better performance than the 
shorted patch on a ground plane with a radius of 0.63A or greater. This 
has allowed a significant decrease in the size of the ground plane and 
therefore makes it a suitable antenna for PCS devices and other 
applications. 
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Radiated pulses decay exponentially in 
materials in the far fields of antennas 

T.M. Roberts 

There his been recent interest in using slion-pulje radar to detect 
taigets in lossy clutter. The uulysis presented here shows thai the 
energy and peak-power densities of pulses decay exponentially with 
depth in bomogenetHii, lossy, dispersive miteiials. provided the 
frequency bands of the pulses are separated lironi DC. Many numerical 
examples veriiy the analytical results. 

Introduction: Pulse decay in Lorentz and Debye dispersion models 
has been studied [1-4] since 1914. Such pulses are said to decay 
aigebiaically with depth, typically as i"'", x"''', or i"''' as x -<• oo 
in these lossy models. This is slower than the exponential decay of 
single-frequency signals. Several groups reiMgnised this and recently 
began investigating whether algebraically decaying pulses could 
useiiilly penenate trees or other far-field, lossy clutter in front of 
targets. As explained in dris Letter, it is concluded that the answer is, 
unfortunately, no. 

Algebraic decay is often claimed for pulses with DC or near-DC 
contenL Endnote 30 of [4], e.g states diat a pulse/(/) decays as J:~'^ in 
all undamped Lorenc models if/has DC content; but that die decay is 
*""' if die Fourier transform satisfies 7=0 5= i^/<*u at ai=0, signify- 
ing near-DC content. Gauss-modulated cosmos (x~'^] and sines 
(x~^'') are examples. Such pulses propagate well in co-axial cables; 
however; it is widely biown that highly conducting (0<a)Co<:a'<oo) 
dipoles and loops have fiee-space tadiadon efficiencies that vanish as 
£u"^ and at"^, respectively, as (a-» 0. To model radar penetration of 
&r-fie!d clutter, it is therefore assumed here that die pulse spectrum is 
separated from DC. 

Analysis: Let/be any real-valued, band-limited, incident electric- 
field pulse. Then/propagates in any ID dispersive half-space .r > 0 as 

Elx.t) fm<'v*<^lf(aj)dat (1) 

widi t=A, + ii, = £u(£(cu)]"^/c. Here7(a))=0 except where cu satisfies 
0<Q)miK £ I^^l i <^n»« £ ^- (A relevant fine point is considered below.) 
The material isTossy: i, >.0 in [<o„^. ia„„], widi extreme values i?"" and 
iT". Standard analysis and (I) yield 

L l«;c.()l<exp(-*,""°')J     I/I'''" 

i.e. i£l decays at least as fast as exp(-C'"i). The Parseval equation 
similarly yields 

r \Efdt=r \exp(\kx)f\^dw<exp(-2kr'-'x)\     \f\'di 
J-00 J-ao J-so 

Tnus, energy densities and peak \E\ values decay exponentially in all 
lossy, dispersive materials. 

For e.xamplc. every Snite-'oand pulse separated from DC will decay 
exponentially in every Debye and damped-Lorentz model. Similar 
behaviour occurs in the loss bands b'<<u-<a' + b' of undamped- 
Loreniz models £= I -i-a'/(*'-<o^). These examples are unlike the 
algebraic decay predicted [1-4] for near-DC-content pulses in die same 
Debye and Lorentz models. 

Regarding fine points, die mathematics of entire functions shows that 
no Sniie-bandwidth pulse is precisely 0 over any time interval. Yet die 
results above do hold if £u™,<oo. Finite bands are also practical, and 
dieir never-precisely-0 consequences suggest ordinary noise. Indeed, 
die numerics here will omit feamres 55 dB below peak power. 'Power' 
and "energy" hereafter Tcfer Implicitly to densities. 

Numerics: The example incident pulses have f[co)=0, except for 
tam,«<M<a'm-« where /=exp{I-fa)5/KM-cOc)'-<"»]) with 
tOmi., = (Uj - C06 and m,^ = cuj -)- <j». The computed inverse transform 
of/ is truncated below -55 dB. Conveniently for numerics, this/ is 
briefer Uian many other pulses with similar spectra. Fig. I shows the/ 
used in Fig. 2 for a Debye model. Every/used here for a Lorenn 
model is in the specnum of diat model's so-called Brillouin precur- 
sors, which are often said to decay algebraically. 

The Debye model «o = 1 -t- 58/( 1 - itu x 9.4 ps) approximates water. 
Let H=lrad/s. The damped-Lorentz model £i=!-!-39x 
10^u-/(16x IO-u^-ai'-5ia)x 10'°«) is used so £0 and £i have 
comparable *,(oj) curves in Fig. 3. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that die bands 
13-18 GHz in Co and 40-50 GHz in £1. have die same C" and if". 
Propagating the corresponding pulses in to and ii yields normalised 
energies £(x) = [J\E(x, t)i^dt]/[J Ifi'dt] in £0 and £i diat overlap 
widiin a line widdi in die centre of Fig. 2. Normalised peak powers 
P=(;t) = max,|£{j:, r)lVniax,|/l^ in £0 and it also overiap S below 
exp(-2,ir°j:) in Fig. 2, verifying die analytical results. 
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Fig. 3 Curves k,(ai)for models Co and i^, with exponential decay of peaks 
verified by eight examples described in text regarding rectangles 

Going beyond the analysis, a more sensitive measure of exponential 
decay is -£'/S= -d^S{x)]/dx. This is -1 times the j-dependeat 
slope (in dB/cm) of £(*) when graphed in dB. "nus. -S'/S is the local 
exponential decay rate of £. For the pulses of Figs. 1 and 2, the 
computed -S'/£ varies from U3S-I257/m (51-55 dB/cm) tor the 
first 50 dS of energy attenuation. This is in the range [2Af'°, lAT"! of 
1016-!485/m (44-64 dB/cm) suggested but not ye: predicted by 
theory. 

Fig. 3 shows .-anges of local exponential decay rates -V'/V of peaks 
P for the first 60 dB of peak-power attenuation. The larse, marked 

680 

rectangle, e-g. signifies that the inddent/with spectmm 40-70 GHz has 
a peak dtat decays in the Lotentr model «i at an exponential late that 
varies fiom 709-M8/m. Tlie dashed curra shows diis is within the 

.lange [XT', HT'] of 508-1247/in fbr e^ this exan^le and the seven 
"ochas in Fig. 3 verify the<esp(-*f*'x) piediction fbr peaks. The 

speemim ftr the small, mariced rectmgle is 4-6 GHz. Linearity and 
Fig. 3 thereby yield two four-paiaffleter doilies of examples of peaks 
that decay faster than aq)<—itf^^t), with bandwiddis over dues and &ur 
octaves. 

ConelusUms: In this Letter a practical model of pulses in f^-field, 
lossy materials is used to show that exponendal decay is typical. This 
is verified by many numerical examples, with bandwidths up to four 
octaves. Two other numerical observations have not yet been 
explained by analysis. First, analysis has not explained why 
exp(-2AP*j;) is a bound in Fig. 2. Secondly, the local exponential 
decay i^ of energies and peaks are within bounds suggested, but not 
yet predicted, by analysis. The analytical results in this Letter, 
however, are alt numerically verified. 

A consequence of itcent, practical interest is diat algebraic deciqr no 
longer seems to be a usefiil design principle for ladar penetration of Air- 
field, lossy clutter. Although algebraic decay might be recovered fiom 
exponendal decay in a madiematical limit cumin-*0i A>s would not 
escape the real difficulties of low ladiacion efficiency and low resolution 
posed by near-DC signals. 
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High voltage pulse generation 

M. Petkovsek, J. Nastran, D. Voncina, P. Zajec, D. Miklavcic 
and G. Sersa 

T 
A new lopolo^ of i high voltage source with a variable output pulse 
pattern and fcaniring an independent adjustment of the magnitude, 
repetition ftequency and pulse duniion is presented. The power stage 
of Ac source consists of eight individual unipolar sources that can be 
arbitrarily connected in series to obtain the desired output voltage 

• pulse of several amps and widxxtrtaiely high du/dt. 

Introduction: Owing to the tremendous increase of applications in 
oncology, genetics and cell biology, high voluge pulse sources 
capable of delivering AC or DC currents of several amps are ±e 
subject of intensive investigariuns. Several authors have reported *3t 
the application of short high voltage pulses transiently increases the 
permeability of the cell membrane [1-3]. The "so-called electropora- 
tion, or electropermeabilisatiou, has become an effective tool for the 
intemalisation of various molecules, especially anti-cancer drugs and 
gene material, into the biological cells. The efficiency of such 
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DERIVATIONS OF INEQUALITIES FOR PEAKS AND ENERGY DENSITIES 

This page adds detail to the derivations in my paper in the July 4, 2002 
issue of Electronics Letters. In these derivations, Fourier-transform factors of 27r 
or y/2n are omitted because they don't affect decay rates. 

Each derivation begins with the paper's paragraph that contains equa- 
tion (1). That paragraph also states assumptions and notations used implicitly 
by the derivations. It is assumed, for example, that a; > 0. 

Peaks 

• First, 1^1  =  I /e'(^^+'^*)/du;| follows immediately from (1). 

• Second, \E\  < J |e'(^^+'^*^/|da' by a standard inequality for integrals. 

• Third, \E\  < /e~*^'^|/|da; because |e'^| = 1 whenever ^ is a real number. 

• Fourth, \E\  < /e-^i"'"^|/|da; because e-'=-^ < 6"*="'"^. 

• Finally, \E\ < e"*^?"'"^ / |/|da; because e~*^i"'"^ is independent of a; and may thus 
be moved outside the integral. 

Energy Densities 

• First, / |Epdi = / |e''=^7pdw by direct application of the Parseval equation to 

(1)- 

• Second, / \E\'^dt = /e~^*^'^|/pda; because |e'^| = 1 whenever 0 is a real number. 
Algebra is also used here. 

• Third, / |Epdt <  /e-2'=r'"^|7|2da; because e-2'=i^<e-2^i'"'"^ 

• Fourth, / [JSpdi  <  e"^'";"'"^ / i/pdw because e~^*=i"'"^ is independent of w and 
may thus be moved outside the integral. 

• Finally, / \E\'^dt  <  e-2'=r'"^/ j/pdi because (1) at a; = 0 yields / = /e^'^*/da; 
and then the Parseval equation implies / |/pda; = / \f\^dt. 

The Parseval equation is in many references on Fourier transforms and it is 
in some math tables, e.g., M.R. Spiegel, Mathematical Handbook of Formulas and 
Tables (Schaum's Outline Series, McGraw-Hill). In the 1991 edition, the Parseval 
equation is Eq. 33.11 on p. 175. 
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